ABOUT US
Lucchesedesign is a multidisciplinary
team made up of architects and designers
with
different
cultural
backgrounds.
Francesco Lucchese is the founder
and team leader and has more than
twenty year’ experience in the field of
architecture, design and consultancy.
Since 2008 the headquarters has been located in
Milan’s Bovisa district in a space called
Lascalalocation. Like many other facilities in
the area, the building is the result of conversion
of an old industrial plant as, in the ‘60s, the

area was one of the city’s most important
industrial centres. The renovation project,
signed by Lucchesedesign, maintained the
building’s original character both inside and
outside but. at the same time, transformed
it into a hi-tech interactive space.
It offers a variety of different facilities
to meet the needs of the different types
of events it may host: flexible spaces
to contain offices and studios, but also
exhibition galleries and rooms for meetings,
conferences and video screenings.

THE WAY WE WORK
Lucchesedesign studio operates all over the
world with different levels of projects depending
on the client’s request, showing a great
capacity to adapt to different cultural contexts.
The studio works in many different fields and
offers a wide range of product design projects
thanks to the collaboration with many Italian
and foreign leading companies; product design
is addressed from a 360° perspective as we
take care of all aspects. The design itself is
completed with the marketing strategy, the

brand identity and the presentation at trade fairs
and in showrooms. This is why Lucchesedesign
coordinates projects of company placement
and brand image, focusing on graphic design
exibitions and events. Architecture projects
take place across Italy and abroad and are
focused on hotels, showrooms and public
spaces. There are plenty of projects aimed
to exclusive private residences. Meanwhile
Francesco Lucchese is a professor at
university Politecnico university of Milano.

WHERE WE WORK

NANJING

MACERATA

BRESCIA NOVARA JAKARTA VITERBO TREVISO REGGIOEMILIA METTLACH
DESIGN - MILANO
SURABAIA BERGAMO TERAMO COMO GUANGZHOU MONZA VENEZIA SASSARI MASSACARRARA

DUBAI SAUPAOLO BOLOGNA VERONA MASSACARRARA
EXHIBITION - MILANO
MOSCOW MUNICH LONDRA MONACO DUSSELDORF
ROMA VARESE MESSINA BRESCIA
ARCHITECTURE -MILANO
ANJI SHANGHAI SAUPAOLO SOFIA

PRODUCT

“Looking back on the past to design the present with ideas that look at the future”, this is the
studio’s project philosophy: starting from historical examples trying to find out tendencies and
needs of tomorrow developing projects in favor of the companies’ strategy. The main product design
strategy is the combination of functionality and emotion. Colors are always studied to create a
dialogue between objects and users.

NEWS 2016

TRES FOLIE armchair
NOLITA sofa
BASIL coffe table

HEMINGWAY

Memories of past traveling and far emotions
can be revealed while resting on Hemingway
soft cuscions thanks to its leather details and
the rich capitonne effect.

CHELSEA

The perfect geometric balance between back
and seat surfaces has given rise to the Chelsea
armchair consists in the ratio between comfort
and an austere design.

LE NUVOLE

Generous size and soft touch forms immediately
convey to the idea of pure softness and
absolute comfort reinforced by the presence of
feather padding.

MIAMI

Miami is a chair without frontiers. Its fabric,
woven in varying consistencies, is padded for
seating and structured for containing, while
also evoking a free and easy, yet comfortable
graphic design.
The fabric weave executed in bands creates the
necessary volume to contain the padding, in
what amounts to a new spatial concept.

MATCH
Elegant side tables that may be positioned in
various manners around the sofa to perform
a number of functions, such as: enclosing the
seating area, substituting the corner module of
the sofa, functioning as positioning between
one seating element and another, standing
beside the armrest or behind the backrest to
become a sofa back furnishing element, or
transforming modular seating into dinner sofas.
Moreover, all elements may be accessorized
with useful trays, for positioning when and
where they are needed.

BRAND
IDENTITY

Lucchesedesign follows the company from a
360° perspective taking care of the marketing
strategy, the brand identity, catalogues and the
presentation at trade fairs and in showrooms.

BALANCE

The main idea of this collection, easily
connected to the well known MulT8 collection,
is the combination of two materials, silver and
rope. The balance between the two elements
is the ongoing relationship within the whole
collection where the rope elevates and supports
silver volumes that are visually suspended.

BRAND
IDENTITY

Lucchesedesign follows the company from a
360° perspective taking care of the marketing
strategy, the brand identity, catalogues and the
presentation at trade fairs and in showrooms.
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award:

MAUNAKEA

ZERO-OTTO

The originality of the lines, designed around
the fire element, convey the shape of a
volcano and are a distinguishing feature of
Maunakea. A part connecting the fireplace
to the wall mimics the outline of Maunakea,
creating scenery effects. This part can be
personalised indifferent colours depending on
the environment the fireplace is to be fitted in.
The bioethanol version of Maunakea is fitted
without a flue pipe and can be equipped with
Led back lighting.

It adds a perfume diffusion system by using
the radiator heat. Besides heating, the single
unit model of Zero-Otto can also emit a
fragrance into the room thanks to an essence
holder formally incorporated into the radiator.
We can give the environment the fragrance that
reflects our emotions and our mood. This unit
has a simple, cleancut shape that does not just
heats but can also decorate a contemporary
environment. Made of aluminium, Zero-Otto
can be installed individually or in twos, paired
either vertically or horizontally.

REBEL AND RUDE

The technical heating element is “dressed” with
an attractive surface, a mask sheet released
from the carrier system that is shaped smoothly
to create two functional shelves.

LE MUSE
COLLECTION

It’s the first time in the Indonesian Market that
an international designer has cooperated with a
local company on the design of a new product.
Francesco Lucchese has designed Le Muse
for Toto Indonesia, a complete bathroom suite
made up of sanitary wares, fittings, furniture
and accessories.

LE MUSE
COLLECTION

Le Muse collection was designed with a
particular attention to the relationship between
objects, humans and space.

PLAYONE

Playone is a tap concept that has been
developed in four complete
fitting and
accessories collections. The strong idea of the
collections is that the lever and the spout are
visually integrated into one volume.

SYNERGY
A project paying tribute to nature: wind, water
and sun have always been working together –
synergistically – shaping and modelling matter,
sculpting it differently each time, creating
something unique and unrepeatable. Just like
the features taken on by matter in nature,
from any angle you look at it, each element
of the collection appears in an ever different
way and looks like a non-geometric object,
winding, extremely elegant, its shape varying
continuously. Characterized by a compact
handle (available also in DuPont™ Corian®).

THE NAIL SPA
DUBAI

A rare balance between functionality and style
combined in a unique pedicure set made by an
armchair and accessories for terapists.
All angles meticulously monitored, every inch
measured, each activity in the circumference
of the spa chair such as ergonomics, health,
comfort, functionality, height, distance, and
above all aesthetics were kept in perspective

NAOS

WELLNESS DESIGN
NAOS introduces a new interpretation of the
contemporary bathroom made in DuPont™
Corian® and designs new scenarios following
strongly emotional guidelines, distinguished by
attention to details and by technical expertise in
the creation of an high quality environment.
NAOS bathroom is a space designed mixing
together material, advanced technology and
attention to ergonomics, and the result is a totally
new space with products that expertly blend form
and function.

All collections devote particular attention to
the relationship between space, objects and
humans; minimal lines and innovative design
are well balanced in each element to meet
the current needs of living with an extreme
attention to everyday actions.

DuPont™ Corian® is a versatile material
which can give life to suggestive volumes and
seamless surfaces to entirely redesign the
bathroom.

BRAND
IDENTITY

Lucchesedesign follows the company from a
360° perspective taking care of the marketing
strategy, the brand identity, catalogues and the
presentation at trade fairs and in showrooms.

HAPPY HOUR

YOU AND ME

Collection made up of 24 different basins, one
for each hour of the day. A project in which
washbasins are the stars: streamlined in shape,
functionally convenient and compact in size.
Wall-mounted or surface-mounted, their design
associates them to the various times of the day:
happy to exist, happy to furnish the bathroom
with style and personality.

All items of the collection have been designed
with a particular attention to the dimensions
and the relation between the bathroom area
and the human body.
The most interesting application of this concept
is the furniture of an essential bathroom ( WC +
washbasin ) to fit in a square meter only.

AMADEA ROYAL

Furniture design project specific for the Russian
market with an important use of the decorative
elements. It is a classical collection with a
touch of innovation in the use of materials, like
the thin aluminium top.

TEXTURE

CRYSTAL

The cooperation with Olympia started from the
idea of using colors and decorations on existing
products to create a collection of design target.
A segment of the company has been transferred
on the design level thanks to a new catalogue,
website and exhibition concept.

Full ceramic collections based on the idea of a
diamond surface which is the key element in
all the items.

ENCK

TWIRL

SNAKE

Enck is based on the idea of light filtering
through a slim, almost imperceptible structure.
The round shape draws inspiration from nature:
the structure consists of two slot-in shells and
is based on the idea of a sea-shell. The quickcoupling to the base has been designed for
utmost ease of assembly and maintenance.
Only a slight pressure is required to detach the
lamp from the wall-mounted bracket.

Twirl is a floor lamp in rotational molded white
polyethylene, which is wound on itself, this way
creating an elegant and dynamic design. The
Twirl floor lamp is available in different colors,
while the base is stainless steel.

Snake is a curve-shaped flexible lamp, with
a chrome metal frame. Perched on top, the
diffuser is in Pyrex. The flexibility of the metal
structure makes it possible to adjust it as
desired and give a “personal” and unique
shape to each lamp.

CLASS

SKY

Hanging, floor, wall and ceiling lamp with shades
in black or white satin extra glass in which
transparent and multicolor Swarovski crystal
pendants are embedded.

hanging lamp, consisting of a single pane in
transparent methacrylate, satin finish only
where it is necessary to hide the electrical
system and the lamps. The slabs cut transmit
the light inside the material and direct it to the
working surface.

STARDUST
The concept has its origin from the suggestion
of representing the idea of light with a line and
drawing its sinuous profile reproposing the
use of the traditional “rigadin” Murano glass.
Transparencies, glass and light are mixed
together and create a scenario made of graphic
lines that, as a main character on a stage,
conquer the audience and their imagination.
The memory of an ancient time is reinterpreted
to design a future atmosphere.

VULCANIA

RIVE

SHANGHAI

ELETTRA

The primary design element of the collection is
a cone with circles cut in it. The single version is
made of a double color glass that reveals its inner
color only when the light is on.
The large chandelier has 23 halogen light sources
that ensure a real scenic lighting effect.

Blown Murano glass vase with decorations
and handmade band, satin bottom.
Ivory with black band or aquamarine with
green band.

The two primary colours of the scenery are
glossy and reflecting, but in some areas they
become soft and opaque, as if to ask for a
touch of hands. The vertical suggestion of
Shanghai evokes a positive landscape.

The sun lights up Elettra’s volume and its
transparent color shines toward the sky.
The base , like a free wave shaped by fire,
is in contrast with the elegant lightness of
its volume.

LOTUS

The idea of the collection comes from the
suggestive vision of the table where we eat
as a landscape of water where lotus leaves
represent dishes that offer the tastes and
smells of our meals. The idea of the concept
has been perfectly transformed into a threedimensional form thanks to the circular shape
that characterizes the collection.

SMART WALLET

All collection comes from the suggestive
vision of 4 differents target. The materials
and different composition characterize the
collection with style and personality.

LOGOS

An expressive and sculptural handle, light like
a wing. Its frame originates from a flowing
movement, perfectly integrated in the knob,
blended with the body. Logos offers a bold
design which provides an ample supporting
surface to your hand. At the same time the
handle is small, it plays with proportions, and
provides great ergonomics, supported by the
shape of the grip.

DIALOGHI

The main idea of the collection Dialoghi is the
association of glass tiles with other materials
like stone, metal and wood; the result is an
innovative kind of mosaic project, a tale made
of shapes and materials.

ARCHITECTURE AND INTERIOR

Lucchesedesign’s projects are meant to become an interactive experience. The sensorial activity is,
in fact, of the utmost importance to the project philosophy and the five senses sight, touch, hearing,
smell and taste, are the tools that provide projects with a special character.

INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
SERVICE CENTER
NANJING, CHINA

Glass, organic architectural elements and light
are the main characters of the project. The
natural light is captured by the glass skylight
and filtered by colored surfaces. The suggestive
stairs, the inclined walls and the sinuous lines
of the parapets create a stunning characterizing
space.

DESIGN HOTEL
NANJING, CHINA

New design hotel in the Technological Park of
Nanjing ZDICP – Work in progress.
The main feature of the project is the use of
wood, natural elements, glass and water.

This project includes areas such as two room
floors, reception, hall, bar, relaxation area,
design garden, prive restaurant, spa, gym, pool,
conference and meeting rooms.

HOTEL LES
FLEURS
SOFIA, BULGARIA
Renovation of an existing building and design
of its new look , like a new dress appropriate
for the occasion. The main idea was to use
flowers to give the facade a natural, dynamic
and coloured look in contrast with the previous
rawness. Flowers play an important role in
the country history especially because of the
traditional production of oils and perfumes.
On the exterior facade a particular film is meant
to react with artificial and natural light creating
impressive light scenery.

HOTEL LES
FLEURS
SOFIA, BULGARIA

Each room is dedicated to a different flower
and all the finishing materials are selected and
combined harmoniously to convey the specific
flower mood.

CINEPLEX
SOFIA, BULGARIA

The fluidity of the space draws inspiration
from a crowd of people twalking in an
empty space. Curved surfaces and fluid
shapes reflect this movement. Led lights
are integrated into the ceiling and lighted
plexiglass slabs create rest areas.

SHOWROOM
MILANO
The first Italian showroom of the famous
danish brand is conceived as a space that
combines the two nations’ philosophies: the
deep understanding of the location, a historical
Milanese environment, is joined with the
polished and minimalist taste typical of the
Northern Europe countries.
The result is a place in which what’s new blends
in with what existed thanks to wise material, light
and space-related choices.

SOFA
SHOWROOM
ANJI, CHINA

The main need of the company was to establish
a connection between the two floors that were
separated in the original building.
The idea was to open a big cut in the ceilingand
to design a very representative staircase. The
second main point was to create the partition
without using walls but only transparent elements
like glass surfaces, curtains and bookcases.

BATHROOM
SHOWROOM
INTERNI, SHANGHAI
The showroom is located in the area of the city
known as Red Town. The outside of teh building
has been renovated creating wider windows
and a green facade.
The use of glass inside the space succedes in
creating a minimal atmosphere and suggesting
the idea of an open space.
In some exhibition areas an interaction with the
customers is made possible so they can have
beauty treatments and massages.

KITCHEN
SHOWROOM
INTERNI, SHANGHAI

The showroom is located in the area of the city
known as Red Town.
The main elements of the first floor are the
spices wall, organized in colors and the round
glass staircase that leads the visitor to the office
floors. A working kitchen is ready for show
cooking events.

SHOWROOM
SAN PAOLO, BRAZIL

The space is designed as a showroom of a
marble and stones company and it has been
created as a multifunctional space where
architects and clients can meet.
The stone is immediatly visible from outside
since the facade itself is covered with marble.

L’ORA
ISEO, ITALY

Located near the lake of Iseo, L’ora Bar is a
refined and welcoming place characterised by
an innovative and well-balanced use of both
traditional and contemporary materials.
Suggestive lighting effects enrich the scenery
and interact with the different materials.

LA FLUTE
BISTROT
MILANO, ITALY

New bar in the very heart of Milan that proposes
a new idea of serving and tasting champagne.
The place is very small but two big windows,
enriched with graphic elements, connect the
interior with the exterior.
Innovative materials like Barrisol, coexist with
traditional ones like marble and glass. The
focus is on light.

PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
MILANO, ITALY

Renovation of an old apartment based in
the heart of the city of Milan. The main
characteristic of the design is the combination
of traditional and modern materials as well
as a refined selection of colors and finishes.
Special attention has been paid to the lighting
design combining a functional solution with a
suggestive atmosphere.

PRIVATE
SWIMMINGPOOL
JAKARTA, INDONESIA

Swimmingpool design for a private residence
in Jakarta.
The color gradient created with mosaic tiles
emphasizes the development of the swimming
pool in depth. The mosaic background with
waterfall and leaves decoration perfectly
integrates in the natural environment creating
an oasi of pure relax and wellness.

APARTMENT
VARESE, ITALY
BRESCIA,
ITALY

Small apartment in the city center. The main
character of the space is a solid surface table
that works as a space divider between the
livingroom and the corridor.

PRIVATE
RESIDENCE
MESSINA, ITALY

This small holidays house near the seaside is
the result of the renovation of an old animal
stable. The main characteristic of the garden is
the swimming pool that looks in the direction of
the summer sunset.

EXHIBITION

Each exhibition has to tell the story of the company and its products in a span of time as it is going to
last only for a limited number of days. Because of that each project takes on special communicative
importance and needs to have a strong impact. Light is a useful instrument to create suggestive effects.

LUXEPACK
MONACO
The design of the space revolves around
Surlyn® to make visitors actually feel the
potential of the material and be experience the
atmpsphere of a high end boutique. Products
are presented on transparent surfaces to draw
attention to Surlyn® , with mirror backgrounds
to magnify their features and under special
lighting to emphasize them as if on a stage.
Well selected furniture helps to finish the
scenery with a suggestive atmosphere and a
touch of classic style.

TI-PURE
INTERPACK
CITY
NORIMBERGA
Ti-Pure® is a titanium dioxide pigment used for
coatings and produced by Chemours , a new
company created from DuPont’s Performance
Chemicals businesses.
Its main feature is the possibility to obtain a
pure white color with a superior gloss and a
very bright effect.
We designed a white city where deep white is
the main character and than create a square
where people could meet, discuss about
innovations while enjoying the skyline.

EXPO 2015
MILANO

Lucchesedesign organizes focusing the
attention on graphic design, the totens
and coordinate the company’s event with
conference and dinner.

INTERPACK
DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY
The idea was to create an emotional and
surprising space by using a big, iconic
element which would impress the visitor. The
big suspended volume has a double function;
outside it is a media facade to spread DuPont
message. Inside, as soon as the visitor enter
the booth, is welcomed under a sky which
is the unifying element of this space, the
emotional sign and at the same time a strong
remind to nature.

NHOW HOTEL
MILANO, ITALY

Exhibition that shows Hi Macs® and underlines
its characteristics. The rooms were created using
a transparent colored material that offers the
right contrast with the materiality of Hi Macs®.

OI
DRINKTEC, MONACO
SIMEI, MILANO
The company produces glass packaging and
wants to promote the use of glass instead of
other materials.
The aim of the exhibition is the communication
of 4 key words connected with the 4 good
qualities of glass: sustainability, environment,
taste, versatility. The big hanging glass ceiling
is designed using more than a thousand glass
bottles in a special light blue that reminds one
of real natural sky.

SALONE
DEL MOBILE
MILANO, ITALY
The new exhibition space is built following
an architectural arrangement of the
volumes that allows to obtain different and
separated exhibition areas characterized by a
contemporary and elegant style.
The presence of wood, refined architectural
details and a selection of eye-catching colors
and finishes sensitive to current trends
help to recreate a home atmosphere where it
is pleasant to stop for fully enjoy new products

CHINA INTERNATIONAL
FURNITURE FAIR
GUANGZHOU, CHINA
The exhibit entrance shaped like a funnel
that seems to force the visitors to enter the
exhibition space which, in contrast, is open.
The side structure is made of stripes of
materials that create a “brise soleil” that can
filter the light and the inside view. The filter
settings are created in order to give a mix of
lights and shadows. The ordered path allows
the visitor to perceive every single collection in
an intimate and cosy atmosphere.

CERSAIE
BOLOGNA, ITALY

The space is designed following the idea of
water as a natural material that can shape
everything. A long video installation with water
effects is like a runway that drives the visitor to
the reception.
Exhibitions and meeting areas are shaped
like macro white waves which add a dynamic
feeling to the scenery.

HOME & SPA
MILANO, ITALY

It is the recreation of a wellness area that draws
inspiration from the natural cenote. Cenote is
a gateway to a world of mystery, a charming
place where it is possible to enjoy the benefits
of water and its transparency. The space is
modulated by curved surfaces that fit the soft
lines of the body and that are enriched by
natural and precious materials. The light that
penetrates from the ceiling underlines different
focal points connecting the interior space with
the exterior.

REVESTIR
SAN PAOLO, BRAZIL

Exhibition that shows a group of Italian companies
that produce different kinds of surfaces under the
direction of the Italian Trade Commission.

STONE GARDENS
ARCMOSCOW, MOSOW, RUSSIA
BIG FIVE, DUBAI, UAE
The exhibition shows marble and stones typical of
six Italian regions and a selection of companies
is presented together under the direction of the
Italian Trade Commission. Marble and stone
are combined with green and plants from their
natural environment in order to create six stone
gardens. Puglia, Veneto, Sardegna, Sicilia,
Liguria and Toscana are the six regions that
inspire the mood of each garden.

MOSBUILD
MOSCOW, RUSSIA

This new layout is designed to accommodate
the two companies promoting and sharing
the exhibition space in two distinct areas, each
one representing the historical identity and
production of the brand, but at the same time
affirming the proximity and the close bond that
unites them today.

Via Schiaffino 25 Milan Italy
phone +39 02 39325594 | fax +39 02 39314818
www.francescolucchese.com | lucchesedesignstudio@gmail.com

